
Welcome



Teacher identification
Md.Abdul kader
Assistant teacher,

Baluchara somaj kollan

government primary school.

Begumgonj, Noakhali.



Lesson identification
Subject: English.

Class:Five

Lesson title:Occupatipn.

Parts of the Lesson:A



Learning outcomes: student will be able to-
Listening 

1.3.1    recognize which word in a sentence are stress.

3.3.1    understand questions about objects around them.

3.4.1    understand statement made by the teachers and students.

4.2.1    understand and enjoy simple stories.

Speaking

1.1.1 say word, phrases and sentences with proper sound and stress.

1.1.2    say sentences with proper intonation.

6.1.2    say what other are doing.   

Reading

1.5.1    read word, phrases and sentences in the text with proper pronunciation, stress and 

intonation.

1.6.1    recognize and read statement,commans,greetings,question and answers.

1.7.1    recognize paragraph, dialogues stories,letters and other text.

7.1.1    recognize punctuation mark and read accordingly.





What do you see in the picture?

A fire



Which people can you see in the picture?

A firefighter

A firefighter is a 

man who put out 

the fire.In the 

picture the man 

is firefighter.
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Now every two students read the topics again.



Now everybody Write T for true or F for False. 

1.There was a fire at Raju’s school when 

he was in class 5.

2.The teachers left the students in the 

building during the fire.

3.Raju did not see the firefighters put 

out the fire at school.

4. Raju always earns money for being a 

firefighter.

5. Raju also like teaching. 
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❑ Where did the fire take place?

❑ Who help the students to leave the building?

❑ Who put out the fire?

❑ Who watch the firefighter from the school yard?

❑ What is meaning  the word  Volunteer?

Ans:The fire took place in Rajus school.

Ans:The teachers help the students to leave the building.

Ans:The firefighters put out the fire.

Ans:Raju watched the firefighter from the school yard.

Ans:Doing work without getting money.



One day one word

Panick আতংকিত হওয়া



Now write a short composition about someone 

you know by answering the following 

questions.

A. What is the persons name?

B.  What does he/she do?

C.  Where does he/she work?

D.   What time does he/she start work?

E.    Does he/she like his/her job? Why or why not?

F.   What do you think about his/her job?

Home work



Good bye




